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Abstract—This work investigates the wear of a steam turbine blade coated with titanium nitride (TiN), and compares to the wear of uncoated blades. The coating is deposited on by physical vapor deposition (PVD) method. The working conditions of the blade were simulated and surface temperature and pressure values as well as flow velocity and flow direction were obtained. This data was used in the finite element wear model developed here in order to predict the wear of the blade. The wear mechanisms considered are erosive wear due to particle impingement and fluid jet, and fatigue wear due to repeated impingement of particles and fluid jet. Results show that the life of the TiN-coated blade is approximately 1.76 times longer than the life of the uncoated one.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Steam turbine blades used in steam-electric power stations are inevitably suffered from wear, in which the main wear mechanism is erosion [1], [2]. The material degradation results in poor process performance and attempts have been made to analyze the erosive wear [3]-[5] and to improve the wear resistance of the blades [6]-[8]. The use of thin film coating to enhance the wear resistance of materials are widely known in various applications [9]-[11], including in power generation industry [12], [13]. Titanium-based coatings such as TiN, TiAlN, TiCN are the well-known choices where elevated temperature is involved [14]-[16]. This work aims to develop a model to predict the wear behavior of the TiN-coated steam turbine blade compared to that of the uncoated blade. The blade considered is from the last stage of a steam electric power system and is shown in Fig. 1. The wear is clearly observed along the edge of the blade.

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF COATING MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The blade is made of stainless steel SUS403. The coating considered in this work is Titanium nitride (TiN). Mechanical and tribological properties of TiN coating on samples were obtained from experiments following the methods of [17]-[19]. Temperature range considered was between 25-300°C.

The average coating thickness of 2.6 μm was obtained from Calotest [20]. Nano-micro indentation tester together with CSM technique was employed to determine the hardness and Young’s modulus of TiN at different temperature. These are shown in Table I. The elasto-plastic flow curve was also determined based on the load-displacement and final area of contact obtained from such test. Scratch test was performed and revealed that the coating started to fracture at the load of 33 N and delaminate at the load of 80 N. Table II shows the coefficient of friction and wear rate of the coating at two contacting stress levels applicable to the load range that the blade is undergone.

![Fig. 1 Steam turbine blade showing damage caused by wear along the edge of the blade](image_url)

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Hardness (HV)</th>
<th>Surface hardness (H0.1) (GPa)</th>
<th>Young’s modulus (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2423±400</td>
<td>26.18±4.21</td>
<td>350±50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2155±397</td>
<td>23.22±3.13</td>
<td>506±198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2432±218</td>
<td>25.15±2.25</td>
<td>505±199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>2108±270</td>
<td>22.75±2.97</td>
<td>817±99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (N)</th>
<th>Contact pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Coefficient of friction</th>
<th>Wear rate (mm³/mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6.95×10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1777</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.71×10⁻⁸</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. SIMULATION OF BLADE WORKING CONDITIONS

The flow of superheated steam through the blade was simulated using a finite volume model developed in this work. The inlet and outlet temperatures were 197°C and 167°C, respectively. The inlet and outlet pressure were 0.2214 bar and 0.0771 bar, respectively. The temperature and pressure were obtained from actual measurements of flow in operation. Rotational speed was 3000 rpm. Fig. 2 shows the blade assembly used in the simulated model. The following values were obtained from the analysis and they are used in the wear model described in the following section; interface pressure and temperature on the blade surface, flow velocity and flow angle in the proximity to the blade surface.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL WEAR MODEL AND WEAR PREDICTION

A. Particle-Induced Wear Model

The wear of the blade from foreign particles in the steam flow was analyzed using finite element models. The particles are mostly found as metal oxide due to thermal oxidation involved in the working history of the system. FE models representing the collision of a 25 µm diameter spherical particle onto either uncoated SUS403 or TiN-coated SUS403 surface were developed. Fig. 3 shows the particle and the surface during the collision. The particle was modeled as discrete rigid element. Parametric study was carried out in order to examine the effect of varying impact angle, speed and surface temperature on the wear of the uncoated and coated surface. The range of impact angle considered were 0°-90° from contact plane, whereby zero degree represents sliding over the surface and 90° degree represents direct front-on impact. The particle speed was varied between 10-500 m/s and the surface temperature was varied between 25-250°C. The range of speed and temperature was chosen such that they represent respective values on the blade obtained from section III.

The element on the surface will be removed if its failure index is 1 or higher. The failure index is the ratio of equivalent plastic strain to the material’s elongation at break. The wear volume can then be calculated from the volume of the removed elements. The wear depth per one collision is measured from the deepest point of wear in the surface as shown in Fig. 4.

It was found that at low speed, i.e. 10 m/s, no wear was found on either uncoated or coated SUS403 for all impact angles. Uncoated SUS403 starts to wear at the speed of 50 m/s whereas the coated surface starts to wear at the speed of 500 m/s. The wear volume for both uncoated and coated SUS403 as a function of impact angle is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. It can be seen that at high speed (greater than 250 m/s), the wear volume is hardly affected by the impact angle, given the angle is higher than 20° for the uncoated case and 45° for the coated case. In all cases, higher temperature will result in lower wear. This is expected as the effect of increase in material toughness.

In addition, fatigue wear due to repeated impingement of particles was also considered for cases in which no surface wear under single collision was shown. The fatigue wear rate was calculated according to (1) which is based on Archard’s equation [21].

\[ W = k(T)Pv \]

where \( W \) is sliding fatigue wear rate (mm/s), \( k(T) \) is temperature-dependent specific wear coefficient obtained from experiment, \( P \) is contact pressure and \( v \) is sliding velocity. The total wear rate therefore is a combination of single
particle impingement wear and fatigue particle induced wear. The wear from single particle collision is adjusted by a correction factor which takes into account the probability of actual collision of particles.

![Graph showing wear volume at different impingement angles, impingement speed and temperature for uncoated SUS403](image1)

![Graph showing wear volume at different impingement angles, impingement speed and temperature for TiN-coated SUS403](image2)

The calculated wear rate for both coated and non-coated surface was validated with experiment results where the water jet mixed with aluminum oxide particles was blasted onto SUS403 and TiN-coated SUS403 samples. The angle of impingement was varied and the wear rate of both types of samples was measured. The comparison is shown in Fig. 7. The experimental wear rate at large impact angle is higher than that of the simulation. This could be due to the fact that the simulation model does not take into account loading history effect on defect propagation which could raise the fatigue wear severity. In addition, stress concentration leading to surface crack initiation is also possible due to variation of particle size and irregular shape. This influence is likely to be more significant when the impact angle is high. However, as the trend shows, the particle-induced wear model can be used to compare the wear rate of the coated and uncoated turbine blade. This is described in Section V.

![Graph showing wear volume at different impingement angles, impingement speed and temperature for uncoated SUS403 B](image3)

![Graph showing wear volume at different impingement angles, impingement speed and temperature for TiN-coated SUS403 B](image4)

**B. Fluid-Induced Wear Model**

The wear of blade from the steam flow was analyzed using finite element models. FE models consisting of fluid jet projecting onto the surface at various temperatures, pressure and speed were developed as shown in Fig. 8. The range of temperature, pressure and speed of the jet was chosen such that they represent respective values on the blade obtained from section III. Von Mises stress and normal stress of the surface area which is in contact with the fluid jet were calculated, an example of which is shown in Fig. 9.

It was found that the normal stress is directly proportional to fluid pressure for all velocities and temperatures. One
example is shown in Fig. 10, in which the fluid jet having the velocity of 500 m/s is projected onto TiN-coated SUS403. The influence of fluid velocity on the stress is less strong than that of the pressure as can be seen in Fig. 11. Increasing velocity only slightly increases the normal stress. This is the case for both SUS403 and TiN coated SUS403. Furthermore, fluid jet fatigue wear was also calculated in the same way as the particle fatigue wear.

V. PREDICTION OF WEAR ON STEAM TURBINE BLADE

The wear rate on all surface area of the uncoated and TiN-coated turbine blade was calculated using simulation results from Section III and the model described in section IV. Fig. 12 shows the wear rate of particle induced wear, fluid induced wear and total wear for both uncoated and TiN-coated blades. It can be seen that fluid-induced wear hardly contributes to the total wear on blades. The particle erosion is the predominant wear mechanism and takes place mostly along the left edge of the blade. This is in agreement with the wear observed from actual blades (compared to Fig. 1). By using TiN coating, the overall wear is reduced and the life of the blade can be enhanced by 1.76 times. The lifetime calculation is based on the wear at the most critical point where maximum wear occurs.
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This paper describes the method and the model to calculate the wear of steam turbine blade with and without TiN coating. Firstly, the finite volume model was developed in order to simulate the working conditions of the blade. Simulation results were then used in the computational wear model to calculate the wear level of the blade surface. Erosive wear due to particles and fluid jet, as well as fatigue wear were calculated. It was found that the wear was predominantly caused by particles impingement. The use of TiN coating can increase the lifetime of the blade by as much as 1.76 times.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper describes the method and the model to calculate the wear of steam turbine blade with and without TiN coating. Firstly, the finite volume model was developed in order to simulate the working conditions of the blade. Simulation results were then used in the computational wear model to calculate the wear level of the blade surface. Erosive wear due to particles and fluid jet, as well as fatigue wear were calculated. It was found that the wear was predominantly caused by particles impingement. The use of TiN coating can increase the lifetime of the blade by as much as 1.76 times.
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